Case File 1013
Resident Irvine
1st Visit
Present on the investigation:
Alex: Lead Investigator/Tech
Alec: Sensitive
Maryann: Sensitive
Dez: Camera
We were initially contacted by the owner as she had been
experiencing some strange poltergeist activity, with a mirror
moving from a wall, to unexplainable noises throughout the
house.
The owner’s daughter had also started to sleep walk, which
was out of character, and so she wanted us to investigate the
property to see if it was haunted.
Living Room:
Maryann’s initially felt a connection with the grounds of the
house and that the activity may be tied to what was there
before the house was built.
Alec got the impression of the name Lucy Jackson, and heard
the phrase ‘Lucy is tired’.
The owner stated that her mother had all of a sudden become
very sick. She had been drinking alcohol which could have
naturally been the cause of this.

Maryann mentioned that she was getting an impression of the
names Weir and Parker. Dez also mentioned at this point that
Lorraine’s reflection in the mirror looked to be much older.
He looked again but everything appeared to be normal. It was
a strange personal event to experience, so it was noted for the
report.
Since walking into the house Alex’s sinuses were suddenly
blocked. Lorraine had been with Alex since 4pm working on
previous EVP’s and can confirm that he had been absolutely
fine all afternoon.
We eventually put that experience down to hay fever, as the
pollen count was quite high that day and the grass had been
freshly cut.
Maryann got the impression of the name Gillespie in this
room before we moved on as she was not getting much else at
the time.
Upstairs Landing:
Dez stated that when he was at the bottom of the stairs earlier
he saw a pair of legs walk from the left side to the side at the
top of the stairs.
Maryann stated that she was feeling quite dizzy at the top of
the stairs. So we moved on from here to ensure she did not
fall.
Sons Room:
Alec mentioned that he did not like the feeling in the sons
bedroom. Both Maryann and Alec began to experience a dizzy
sensation again, so we decided to move from the room to see

if the sensation would lift. It did briefly but returned later. As
we were exiting the room, Alex stated that he could see a mist
at the entrance of the room. We could not naturally explain
this at the time.
Daughters Room:
As soon as Lorraine crossed the threshold of the room she felt
extremely dizzy. Dez reacted and stated that he felt the
sensation of something touching the top of his head. There
was nothing hanging from the ceiling and no spider webs
were evident so this remained unexplained at this point.
Alec felt the impression of the word constable, but was unsure
if that was a name or referring to a police officer.
Due to the amount of people suffering from dizzy spells and
experiencing physical sensations of feeling touched, visual
sensations of mist and various names without making sense
with us, Alex conducted an air quality test which registered as
severely polluted.
The VOC count (Volatile Organic Compound) was recorded as
dangerously high, which would have definitely accounted for
the sensations the family and our team were experiencing.
In chemistry, an organic compound is generally any chemical
compound that contains carbon. Due to carbon's ability to
bond with other atoms, millions of organic compounds are
known. In this particular case it was the fumes from the
recently spray painted rooms which was triggering such a
high reading and would certainly contribute towards the
frequent dizzy spells and potentially have a hallucination type
effect.

We naturally alerted the owner of our findings and advised
her to open all her windows to fully ventilate the house.
Whilst continuing with the air quality test in the corner of the
room where Maryann and Alec sensed a presence the
equipment we were using to monitor the air quality
completely drained of battery power. The equipment is
always fully charged prior to embarking on any investigation,
so it seemed odd as the battery life on this device would easily
last until the next day normally.
We attempted some EVP experiments but nothing much came
of it after analysis.
Maryann felt that the name of the spirit in question was Mac.
She felt that he was not happy with the name of surrounding
land, of which we will not identify in the report to maintain
the owner’s privacy.
Dez pointed out to Alex that there appeared to be something
floating around the room on the camera. The footage revealed
this to be an insect.
At this point the team left the Voice recorder on the bedside
cabinet and the camera rolling in the room whilst we went for
a break.
On returning to the room after our break, nothing unusual
was recorded.
Maryann got the impression of the year 1865 and believed
that the male spirit presence had worked at a brick works and
was hit accidentally by a bogey (cart on tracks). Alec stated
that an exploding Kiln (oven) kept coming to his mind.

Living Room:
Dez placed the camera on the carpet and when he picked it up
the casing was very hot. This was not typical behaviour for the
camera.
Kitchen:
Whilst Alex and Alec were talking to the owner and her
mother in the kitchen the mother’s handbag was sitting on the
worktop. Alec witnessed the bag twist a bit and then fall off
the counter onto the floor. On examining the situation, the bag
did appear to be quite heavy and was sat at the edge of the
counter, so we deduced that this was more than likely a
natural event, albeit a very spooky one at the time.
Although our sensitives did sense a spiritual presence, we
believed it to be benign as we were able to explain most of the
events naturally.
Maryann had asked the spirits that were present if they were
happy to exist in peace with the current owner to which they
seemed obliging, so there did not appear to be any cause for
alarm and we could help put the owner’s mind at ease.

